SANSKRITI SCHOOL
Dr. S Radhakrishnan Marg
New Delhi

Important instructions for Grade 9 trip
December 14 - 15, 2018
1. Reach school’s main gate at 5:00 a.m.
2. Give attendance to your teacher Incharge 9 A and C to Ms. Aditi
9 B and E to Ms. Yogita
9 D to Ms. Rekha
9 F to Ms. Mani Mathur
9 G to Ms. Shampa
9 H to Ms. Geetika
3. It is mandatory to carry your School ID card.
4. Dress code should be strictly followed all throughout two days.
Girls can wear traditional or western wear which includes Salwar kameez /Jeans/ Full pants or
long skirts with either long or half sleeve top.
NOTE: See-through fabrics, halter tops, off-the-shoulder or low-cut tops, shorts, spaghetti straps,
shirts with inappropriate names are NOT allowed.
Boys can wear Jeans/ Full pants with either long or half sleeve T-shirt.
This will ensure that you represent yourself and your school well.
Do carry some warm clothes along.
Students need to carry their school jackets and wear them when going out for sightseeing.
5. We expect and will accept only excellent behavior from all students throughout the trip.
6. Students must realize traveling in a large group is different than when traveling with your family.
Decisions are made and instructions are given with the safety and concern of the entire group in
mind and not based upon the wishes and desires of any individual.
7. Carry one normal size bag and one carry-on bag. Bags will be stowed beneath the bus; therefore,
STUDENTS WILL NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THEM. Anything needed during the bus journey
should be packed in the carry-on bag.
8. In case of any medical issues, inform Geetika ma’am beforehand.
9. Students are solely responsible for ALL of their belongings whether money, camera, ipods,
earphones etc. Carry at your own risk.
10. Carry water bottle, umbrella, torch, basic medicines, toiletries, comfortable shoes, slippers, warm
pullover or a jacket.
11. Hotel’s phones are not to be used for any reason.
12. Mobile phones/Smart Watches/ Laptop/ Ipads etc. are NOT allowed. In case of any need to
call parents, contact Geetika ma’am.
13. Being in the possession of or consumption of alcohol or any other behavior altering substances
in any form will be considered a serious violation of the rules and immediate action will follow.
14. Students are to remain with the group at all times.
15. Parents to reach school between 7:30-8:00 PM to collect their ward. (Expected time of arrival
will be sent to the parents through the travel agent). Give attendance to teachers before leaving
with your parents at the time of dispersal.
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Principal

